[ E D I TO R I A L ]

Dear Troikers,
In this issue of The Troiker we

tried to look into the future, but we quickly decided
not to get carried away, however tempting this may be. The future is ever-changing,
dependant upon the roads we take today and the decisions we make right now.
Behrad Khamesee, inventor of microscopic robots, spends his days doing his work, hardly
preoccupied with the thought that ten years from now these robots will perform surgery at

His life is here and now, enraptured with his invention
and giving it his all. Ukranian inventor Igor Pasternak is busy working on a hybrid
the cellular level.

airplane and blimp. He may have the occasional reverie that his ‘flying mansion’ will one
day become the most popular mode of transport, but he spends most of his time making this

wonder a reality. Behind

every new discovery stands a person enraptured
by their idea taking pleasure in realizing it. This issue of our magazine
isn’t just about the future, but the people who create it. The key interviews
in this issue cover Troika’s strategy and development prospects. The ‘Profession’ column
reveals the myths and reality of the work of compliance officers. The ‘Team’ section is about
the magicians in the IT Department. Read,

dare, create!

Photo: Ivan Kurennoy

Best regards, The Troiker Editorial
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[Troika

Fu n ds

Dialog
AM Mutual Funds
Post MarketLeading Returns
during 2009]

a n d

U P ? ]
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Troika Dialog AM’s open-end stock fund ‘Troika Dialog – Telecommunications’
in 2009 posted record returns for the open-end mutual fund market: returns
over the past year amounted to 306.09%. Also posting market-leading returns
were three of Troika’s other sector-based open-end funds: ‘Troika Dialog –
Consumer Sector,’ ‘Troika Dialog – Power,’ and ‘Troika Dialog – Metallurgy,’
with growth in share value totaling 236.58%, 203.91% and 188.12% respectively.
In addition, stock interval fund ‘Troika Dialog – Potential’ posted the best
result during 2009 among interval funds investing in second-tier stocks and
having net asset value over R100 million. Its result outperformed the RTS-2
index by approximately 85%, amounting to 256.06%. Thus, Troika Dialog was
the most widely represented firm among top-performing funds last year.

[Troika
Tro

Leads
Private
Private Banking
in Russia]

Two
T
highly
hi hl
h
regarded
d d
magazines
i
–
Euromoney and SPEAR’S – lauded Troika
Dialog for its operations with wealthy private
clients. In particular, Troika in November
2009 was a winner in SPEAR’S Russia Wealth
Management Awards, Russia’s first private
banking and wealth management award,
prevailing in the nomination for ‘Best wealth
manager for wealthy private clients.’ In
February 2010, Euromoney magazine (for the
third consecutive year) recognized Troika as
the top private banking firm in Russia.
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Par tnership,

Bank-A gents

[At

the Forefront
of Russian Auto
Manufacturing]

[Troika’s

Mutual Funds? Now available
from two more Bank-Agents!]

The strategic partnership between Troika
Dialog, Daimler Trucks, JSC KAMAZ
and the Russian Technologies State
Corporation, first signed in December
2008, in February 2010 was given new
breadth. Under the terms of the deal,
Daimler AG has increased its participation
in the shareholder capital of JSC KAMAZ
and
a
d acquired
acqu ed from
o
Troika Dialog an
additional
add
d itional 5% shareho
shareholding in the Russian
The new agreement
truck manufacturer.
manufacturerr. T
foreign
is symbolic of foreig
gn investors’ belief in
Russian
Ru
Rus
ussia
ussia
s anm
n manufacturing
manufacturrin and the willingness
manu
in Russia.
of western
wester
wes
tern
ter
n firms
firms to iinvest
nv

Troika Dialog continues to expand its
network of agent banks and strengthen
its cooperation with existing partners.
In particular, the partnership with
HSBC banking group was broadened in
November 2009, with shares in Troika
Dialog AM’s mutual funds now available
for purchase at four of the bank’s
Moscow locations and one location in St.
Petersburg. In addition, in March 2010
Troika introduced two new partners: Bank
Intesa and Barclays Bank. Now shares in
Troika’s mutual funds may be purchased
at Bank Intesa branches in Moscow, St.
Petersburg, Yekaterinburg, Novosibirsk,
Krasnodar and Rostov-on-Don, as well
as at three Barclays Bank locations in
Moscow.
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Analysts
Place Atop
‘2010 Emerging
EMEA Research
Team’ Ranking ]

U P ? ]
Tr i u mph s

Troika Dialog's analysts were among the top performers
in Institutional Investor's ‘2010 Emerging EMEA Research
Team.’ This year, Troika Dialog Research made significant
upward movement following last year’s result, rising to
third place overall for the EMEA region and fourth place
unweighted, from 7th and 8th places respectively in 2009.
In total, Troika Dialog Research took seven top-three
finishes in the ranking, doubling last year’s result.

Since December 2009, Troika has arranged nine bond offerings by Russian
companies. In particular, in December 2009 OJSC Novolipetsk Steel placed
commercial paper series BO-01 with nominal value totaling R5 billion, OJSC
LUKOIL placed two commercial paper series with aggregate nominal value totaling
10 billion rubles and maturity in 1092 days, while OJSC AIKB Tatfondbank placed
its series 7 bonded loan (together with KIT Finance Investment Bank). In midFebruary 2010, Victoria Finance placed commercial paper series BO-01 with
nominal value of R2 billion and maturity in 1092 days. In March, OJSC Novolipetsk
Steel placed commercial paper series BO-06 with nominal value of R10 billion and
maturity in 1092 days, as well as OOO EvrazHolding Finance series 01 bonds with
R5 billion nominal value (together with VTB Capital and Sviaz-Bank). In April, JSC
Aeroflot placed commercial paper series BO-01 and BO-02 with R12 billion
aggregate nominal value (together with Sberbank Russia), OJSC Bank St.
Petersburg placed commercial paper series BO-01 with R5 billion nominal value
(together with CJSC VTB Capital) and OJSC Gazprom Neft placed commercial
paper series BO-05 and series BO-06 with R20 billion aggregate nominal value.
Troika’s achievements on the debt markets haven’t gone unnoticed: the
company took second place in the nomination for ‘Best sales on the bond
market’ according to a Cbonds annual rating.

[Troika

Dialog –
the lead Arranger
of Bond Offerings]
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[New

Voice Dialing
Service – for your
Convenience!]

The company has successfully implemented its own voice dialing
service, which provides automatic connections to requested
numbers. To use this service, call Moscow city number (495) 2580501, or internal number 6-01-0501, state the surname (surname
and name or name and surname) of the employee, or dial
(state the digits) of the employee’s internal number. To call the
employee’s mobile telephone from a corporate mobile number,
dial 0638-0638 and state the employee’s name and surname.
Employees located in the company’s Moscow offices may also
call the employee’s internal number from their mobile telephone
by dialing 0638 followed by the employee’s four-digit internal
extension.

[Corporate

Mobile
Numbers –
24-hour Support]

Since the end of March, Troika’s IT-Support (HelpDesk) has
performed corporate mobile support 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
Now all questions relating to corporate mobile communications –
connecting or disconnecting service, setting call forwarding, number
blocking in case of phone loss, account details, debt and so on – may
be e-mailed to the address HelpDesk or asked over the phone (6-01)
1111. Rest assured – you will be helped!
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[ THE FUTURE

IS HERE TODAY

]

Scientific-technological progress, which has
radically changed the quality of peoples’ lives, led
to the depletion of natural resources and global
climate change. Does this mean that

technology-driven development
is a trap for humanity? Should we turn

away from science and go ‘back to nature’ before
any preventable catastrophes occur?
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communications
nanotechnology

robots
transport
energy
medicine

virtual

reality
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Quite the contrary. According to respected scientists, humanity will be rescued
precisely by advanced technologies, while the solution of global problems has to do
with changing our world outlook and the appearance of new kinds of interactions
between science and other spheres of life.
The technologies that have changed our lives are built upon fundamental scientific
research. Who or what dictates the movement of scientific
thought? The answer should be sought in the economic and social spheres.
The path of confrontation between superpowers is now obsolete, giving way to another
path – globalization, an extensive phenomenon transforming into an intensive one
before our very eyes.
At the center of today’s agenda is the creation of a new growth model: mankind will
seek to switch from unrestrained material and energy consumption to consumption of
information and rational use of resources.
What follows is a list of the latest technological advancements that will shape our life
over the next fifteen years.
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Quantum Thought
Computer technologies

quantum
computers

The reality today. The law of Moore is still in force: Gordon Moore,
one of the founders of Intel, in 1965 predicted that the number of
transistors in micro-systems would double every two years. Mr. Moore,
now in his 80s, recently stated that computing speed will soon reach its
limit: transistors in modern processors are already nearly the size of
atoms, rendering any further reductions technologically impossible.
Future breakthrough. There’s lots of hope surrounding quantum
computers. The core principal of this technology is the ability of several
elementary particles to assume various states. Incidentally, the first
person to speak out regarding the possibility of quantum computing
was Soviet scientist Yury Manin in 1980, while in 2009 specialists at the
National Institute of Standards and Technologies in Ohio (USA) created
the world’s first quantum computer.
What this means for us. Quantum computing will bring computing
capabilities to an entirely new qualitative level. And most important
– they provide a possible solution to today’s challenges, the most
important of which is future modeling and the creation of artificial
intelligence.

augmented
reality

mind

control

Future breakthrough. Our conceptions about computers will
be changed by new user interfaces, the most promising of which is
Augmented Reality. Unlike virtual reality, in AR virtual images are
‘combined’ with objects in the real world.
What this means for us. An auto mechanic looking under the hood
of a car sees a real engine, but the bolts which he needs to remove are
highlighted in red. Or you could wear these same glasses in a new city
and ‘read’ a tour guide directly from the building walls.
Fu
Future breakthrough. Scientists are currently experimenting with
m
mind-controlled computers. In particular, at Duke University Medical
C
Ce
e
Center
(North Carolina, USA) a robot mimicked all of the movements of
a monkey walking on a treadmill.
W
What this means for us. A computer
m
mouse will no longer be necessary, but this
is hardly the upshot. For example, thanks
YOUR FAMILY'S
LY'S
to this technology, paralyzed patients
ALWAYS
could regain the ability to walk.
AT HOME

UNTETHERED
Communications
and multimedia

a
without

world
wires

The reality today. Wireless data
transfer hardly comes as a surprise these
days, although the 4G wireless standard is
capable of wireless data transfer between
any two points in the world at a minimum
rate of 100 MB/s.

Cheaper broadband
and
connections create
ate
new methods of virtual
communication. A number
of companies already offer
certain products that enable
people to ‘live together’ with
their family members in other
cities: their relatives install
a web camera at home that
projects people’s shadows
onto a wall – without any
intimate details.
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Future breakthrough. The world of the future is a world without
wires. Physicists at Massachusetts Institute of Technology (USA) have
already turned on a 60 watt bulb without the use of wires – the power is
transferred through a magnetic resonance field.
What this means for us. The creators of WiTricity technology
(‘wireless electricity’) promise that we will soon forget all about outlets
and cords. In coming years we will also bid farewell to CDs and DVDs,
as films and music will be stored on the servers of the manufacturing
companies.

GREEN TRAFFIC
Personal transport

i n t o

t h e

Fu t u re

PIOUS GREEN SUN
The world’s smallest country is
building Europe’s largest solar
power station: the Vatican
plans to spend more than
$600 mln building a block
of solar batteries providing
100 megawatts capacity,
enabling the country to
switch to ‘solar electricity’
and become the world’s first
exporter of such power.

The reality today. Auto firms are showcasing ecologically clean modes
of transport. Head of Research at Toyota Kazuhiko Miyadera believes that
electric cars are the way of the future. Its main competition – the hydrogenpowered car – has stymied researchers, Miyadera says. However, this is a
debate with no clear winner: neither hydrogen stations nor electric cars
with high-capacity batteries have entered our daily lives.
Future breakthrough. The authors of the Better Place project are
convinced that, provided a developed infrastructure, low-capacity
electric automobiles can be convenient. The idea behind the project is
that the driver won’t have to charge
the electric car – all they have to
do is replace the depleted battery
with a fresh one.
What this means for us. The first
network of Better Place stations
is already functional in Israel.
BLIMP VERSUS
Analysts at Deutsche Bank believe
AIRPLANE
that Better Place could have a
Ukrainian inventor Igor
tremendous impact on the modern
Pasternak is building his own
Aeroscraft – a hybrid airplane
auto market.
and blimp. Equal in length
to but wider than the Airbus
A380, the Aeroscraft is four
times slower than an airplane
(cruising speed of 220 km
an hour), but its passengers
enjoy the comfort level of a
five-star hotel, at rest in their
own personal cabin or working
in their own office. Igor
Pasternak has promised to
unveil a prototype of his ‘sky
whale’ as soon as this year.

The
reality
today.
Even
biles will
ecologically clean automobiles
nding in
in
be of little use if they’re standing
traffic.
he most
mostt
Future breakthrough. The
ituatiion
n
promising solution to the situation
nsporrt –
is automated personal transport
rou
o tes
a network of transport routes
cula
lati
la
ting
ti
ng
with personal cabins circulating
ummons
throughout it. The traveler summons
tination,
a cabin, enters their destination,
wn route
and the device selects its own
and speed. All of the cabin’ss actions
are subject to approval, time of
travel is forecasted, and traffic is
eliminated.

electric

complex
network

car

travel
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What this means for us. The automated personal transport
project is so big that even the possibility of completing it is difficult
to fathom, although one of the first experimental APT systems is
already functioning at London’s Heathrow Airport.

NANOMIRACLES
Biology, medicine, materials
The reality today. In its quest for eternal youth and health, mankind is
ever reliant upon scientific achievements. And while the ability to decode
human DNA and grasp the role of individual genes might still be years
away, the practical application of nanotechnologies in fields like medicine
has already produced significant results.
Future breakthrough. Potentially ground-breaking research in the
field of medicine is under way at MIT, where Professor Behrad Khamesee
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is working on the creation of microscopic levitators
in a concentrated magnetic field of robots.
What this means for us. Such nanorobots
would make it possible to perform surgery at the
cellular level without leaving any kind of traces
on the human body.

nce
Future breakthrough. According to Science
ery
News magazine, the greatest scientific discovery
ial
of the year was the invention of a new material
his
– mechanofor. When the molecules of this
material are brought by mechanical pressure to
r
r.
the point of explosion, they take on a red color.
What this means for us. Buildings made of
ers
rs
this material will be able to ‘show’ engineers
where and when they intend to break down.

CHARMING MACHINES
Robot technology

levitating
nanorobots

mechanical
help signal

oy
The reality today. Robot-vacuums and toy
robot-pals can be purchased just about anywhere.
However, robots have recently been taking on
qualities that both surprise and alarm us.
Future breakthrough. The Pentagon is
developing an energy-autonomous tactical robot
EATR.
obot
ob
ot
What this means for us. This kind of robot
p. If
doesn’t need to be plugged in or filled up.
eate
ea
t
te
all goes successfully, we will be able to create
ongmechanisms capable of unprecedented longof
term tasks. However, if the machine goes outt o
oul
uld
d
control, any hope of the battery expiring would
be moot.
e
Future breakthrough. Another trend is the
socializing of robots. The creators of the Nexi
social robot are not only exploring the robot’s
ability to express emotion, but also people’s
propensity to fall under the sway of these
emotions.
What this means for us. Servile robots are
ring
learning to help people in those areas requiring
tion
patience and methodology, although the creation
of machines like Nexi could open the doorss to
human manipulation.

autonomous
robot

social
robots
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MOMENT OF TRUTH
“Can robots be trusted?” – this typical sci-fi question is today being asked by serious researchers as
well. Their concern is understandable: the changes happening in the world today are directly related
to individual and societal consciousness.
An increasing role is played by the international regulating bodies, the political and economic functions
of government are being combined, a redistribution of global resources and earnings is under way,
and new ideas are appearing like ‘world reserve currency’ and ‘global debt.’
The ‘individual’s role in history’ continues to grow. A generation of ‘new nomads’ is now coming of age,
people who build their own world model, overturning former modes of living. Also broadening is one
more principally new space of existence – the corporate environment.

Leading evolutionary scholars believe that mankind is an arrow
shot into the future. Thanks to scientific progress in particular, man has become the
semantic center of evolution. Science has changed mankind’s ideas about the world and himself. And
in the new high-tech world, mankind can stave off catastrophes through its intellect and decency.
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[IT'S ALL
BECOMING
POSSIBLE]

Ruben, you have spoken at length in
recent issues of the Troiker about the crisis,
its consequences and lessons. Perhaps it’s
time now to speak about the future? Have
the industry’s prospects cleared up at all?
It’s a favorable market, although from the
standpoint of general regulation the trends are
not yet clear. Take, for example, the problems
in Greece – allegedly everything was solved
through a collective effort. But what was the
solution? As always – half-measures, manual
management. This isn’t a systemic solution, but
an individual solution to one individual problem.
But what if there were ten Greeces at the same
time? What would happen then? Who knows. As
for the industry, it’s obvious that for now at least
the overall sentiment is positive, the oil price is
rising, macroeconomic indicators are improving,
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Chairman
of the Board
of Directors of
Troika Dialog
Ruben
Vardanian:
I believe the
right path
was chosen

[ R U B E N
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have more and more free time, but in fact
this isn’t happening. The f low of information
is increasing, the number of projects is
increasing. Our industry remains very
dynamic and mobile.

companies are again able to borrow, etc.
Everything looks good. If we dig a little deeper,
all the issues remain open: how will the industry
be regulated? How will the watershed between
investment banks and commercial banks be
built? What will happen with bad loans? We’re
in a situation where everything seems good but
nothing is clear. When everything was bad –
it was unclear, now everything is good – and
again everything is unclear.

No one doubted that the changes would
come to an end, something new would
appear, and we would adapt to this quickly
and move forward. Does this mean the
changes still haven’t ended?
I frequently cite consumer goods as an
example – for example, the television. Once
upon a time the black and white television
appeared, which stood in our homes for 1020 years, then it was replaced by the color
version. Plasma televisions appeared only
recently, but they didn’t even manage to
overtake the market before LCD televisions
came along to replace them. That is, from
ordinary televisions we switched to plasma
ones, although before we even managed to
use them, we had to switch to LCD, and now
there’s also 3D television, and so on. We’re
living in an era of changes outside the financial
industry as well, at such a speed that goods
don’t manage to complete their life cycle.
IT technology literally changes the world
and charts the path of movement. In your
opinion, will technology continue to play a
defining role in the future?
It seems to me that the avalanche-like
process of technological changes still isn’t
over. Technologies will continue to determine
the movement of the world overall and the
movement of our industry – algorithmic
trade is developing, people are faring worse
and worse against computers.
And therefore it would be hard for us to
turn away from technologies – it’s convenient
and allows us to do many things faster. So how
should we spend all the free time?
Good question. You would think we would

pro spe c t s

The investment banking industry at one
point was appealing precisely because of
its diversity and high-tech nature, at the
peak of everything new and interesting. Is
this still the case?
The industry has obviously lost its appeal for
young people – too many scandals, too many
biased accusations that the crisis happened
exclusively because of activity in our industry.
This is totally untrue. From the standpoint of
diversity – diversity of deals, diversity of clients,
diversity of products, diversity of situations –
this continues to be a unique industry. There’s
just no other industry that provides these kinds
of opportunities.

The industry
has obviously
lost its appeal
for young
people –
too many
scandals, too
many biased
accusations
that the crisis
happened
exclusively
because of
activity in
our industry

Does the industry remain appealing to
you personally?
For me personally this, of course, is an
important element, compelling me to live and
move in this manner. I have always had several
aims. First, to help change the world for the
better. This was always very important for me.
Right now this feeling that we are changing
the world might be diminished due to the
processes happening in the country and the
world. The second goal was to do everything
well, engagingly, skillfully, unexpectedly and
beautifully. This desire hasn’t disappeared.
Third was the desire to prove to myself and
others that it’s possible to live differently, no
matter the surrounding environment. This
serious philosophical question also remains
on the agenda. So some of the motivational
matters remain, while others have weakened.
However, in the grand scheme of things
nothing has changed.
Let’s return to Troika. Looking ahead to
the upcoming strategic session, let’s discuss
the company’s strategy. Are there any
landmarks we could mention right now?
I should mention that we are in an interesting
situation right now – lack of clarity remains
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an issue, but many things haven’t changed at
the fundamental level. Do I believe that the
investment banking industry will be in demand
in Russia 3-5 years from now? I certainly do.
Do I believe there is an opportunity to build
a successful investment bank which, based
upon a properly constructed model, will be
capable of competing with state banks and
international global houses? I certainly do.
Do I believe our industry will grow due to the
fact that Russia’s economy will grow? Yes, I
do. Therefore, the outlook is fundamentally
the same. I believe that increasing numbers
of people will be involved with the financial
industry, there will be more public companies
conducting fundraising, etc.
Nevertheless, people have adopted the
view that new things are always happening
at Troika. Obviously our traditional
business lines won’t go anywhere – we will
continue striving for the lead everywhere.
But will anything new appear?
I think we’ve reached that stage of
development where something new and totally
unexpected probably won’t occur. It’s obvious
that we, like before, think that a properly built
Private Banking unit will provide Troika’s
key advantage. We think that Global Markets
should be more effective, technological, and
perhaps built more appropriately; that IB
should be more aggressive. Furthermore, part
of this entire system should be the commercial
bank. But I don’t see anything that needs to be
new or breakthrough from the standpoint of
the global picture of the industry. On the other
hand, we know there will be new products:
UCITS, algo-trading, etc.
The important thing right now is optimizing
processes and building a model that will
last many years. Therefore, we don’t plan to
change anything at the level of strategy. True,
we aren’t going to double our staff, we won’t
have a large number of offices, we won’t enter
new countries, etc. Believe it or not, we’re in a
situation where we’re already doing what we
need to do. We need to further strengthen our
leading positions in Ukraine and Kazakhstan,
where we are already first in a number of areas,
and we need to preserve these competitive
strengths. Realistically, in terms of Troika’s

strategic view for the next 2-3 years, we’re
going to be looking at new regulation, the
creation of a tougher environment for the
industry and the financial world, where we
need to be more competitive.
Probably there will be one area we will look
at more closely – partnership with Standard
Bank and the ICBC, namely cross-border f lows
and deals. The task for the next six months to
one year is to bring the partnership model
with Standard Bank to a working condition.
What is happening in Private Equity,
Merchant Banking, and venture funds?
Work is proceeding: Private Equity continues
operating in the areas that we have; deals are
happening in Merchant Banking. As for the
venture investments business, in all likelihood
it will be separated into its own management
company, as this business doesn’t entirely
pertain to Troika’s core operations. This
question is under discussion.
In other words, the world continues
changing, but we choose the model of a
calm and quiet life…
That’s not entirely correct. There’s always
the question of extensive development versus
intensive development. Up until now, we have
always grown extensively, basically a process
of expansion – in terms of people, offices, etc.
Now we’re addressing intensification. This is
no longer about survival. Take, for example,
the situation with offices: if we were just
in survival mode, we would have moved to
Krasnaya Presnya, but everyone is now located
here, in the city center. So it’s a question of
consolidation at an elevated level.
Last July the organizational structure
underwent serious changes. To what extent
have the changes met your expectations?
Nearly a year has passed, can we speak
about any results?
It’s important to note that we simultaneously
underwent
organizational
changes, shareholder changes, and changes in
business. All of this is challenging, of course,
and mistakes inevitably occur. But my overall
assessment of the changes is positive – Troika
started functioning more effectively in terms
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of results and optimizing many processes.
On the other hand, not all the processes
were completed in their entirety. Yes, Troika,
of course, has changed drastically, vertical
management has changed, serious changes
have occurred at the management level – new
appointments, new people. Of course this is
complex, the process is ongoing, and it’s too
early to speak of results. But I believe that
the right road was selected. Crossroads are
inevitable, as are choices and opportunities
to review certain decisions. But right now
everything is going fine. The important thing
is that we managed to preserve our core team,
new people are joining us, which confirms that
our model is appealing.
Changes in the shareholder structure –
that’s a serious step for Troika. To what
extent were these changes successful?
It’s still too early to say; we’re in the
relationship building process. But my overall
assessment of the changes is positive.

PHOTO: Denis Grishkin

How do you view your own role with
regard to all the recent changes?
No one has replaced me as the person
responsible for the global picture of the
company’s development.
But I will spend less time handling operational
matters and more time with strategic
development. Troika is almost 20 years old,
and the company’s dependence upon a
single person should become less and less.
That’s how it should be. I think the task of
any effective manager is to build the system
so that the company doesn’t depend upon a
single person.
And what is happening with Troika’s
culture? How has it been affected by these
changes?
Obviously there are some things you grow
accustomed to. Then everything changes, new
people arrive, a new environment is built. The
main thing about culture – it should be honest
and understandable. People can agree with it
or disagree with it, but it should be coherent.
The main difference between Troika and other
companies is that we have a corporate culture.
It can change, and some people may not like it.
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But again – we have such a culture, whereas
the vast majority of other companies do not.
But still, Troika is facing some rather
serious, ambitious tasks. To what extent
can they be implemented?
You know, in Japan the Samurai
philosophical concept is based on the idea
that at every moment you have to be in a mind
frame that once you walk through a door you
might be killed. And if you think about life in
similar terms, you understand that you can’t
afford to make silly mistakes, you have to
spend your time wisely, etc. The idea behind
this philosophy isn’t that you should avoid the
door, but rather that you should live every
second to the full, do things right and not be
ashamed of what you did later on. This is the
crossroads where every person makes their
choice – some will say nothing depends upon
them, while others will say: maybe I have
just this one day, but I will live it engagingly,
beautifully. People should understand that
happiness is achieving self-realization every
day, seeing your plans through every day and
not putting them off until later. When that is
the case, everything becomes possible.

My overall
assessment
of the changes
is positive –

Troika started
functioning
more
effectively

in terms of results
and optimizing
many processes
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FOR FUTURE
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Jacques, following last year’s centralization of
Troika’s management structure, you became the
company’s Chief Business Officer. Can you shed any
light on these changes?
First off, leadership over Global Markets and
Investment Banking, which I previously oversaw, has
been transferred to Peter Ghavami and Andrey Sharonov,
both strong professionals and competent specialists. We
strengthened our team, thereby allowing me to switch
from daily operations to special projects, which is more
effective. As for the areas that were outside my previous
purview, we are currently building a foundation for future
success. It’s still too early to speak about achievements;
Troika is a big business, and large ships take a while
to adjust to the change in direction. In particular, we
separated Asset Management and Private Banking, while
operations with private clients were brought under a
single group. In addition, we realized that retail isn’t
our target audience. Of course, we will continue to offer
products like mutual funds and internet trading, although
we don’t intend to offer retail clients the entire range of
Troika’s products and services. This is because certain
products (for example – structured products) require
considerable sums of money to be effective.
Do we intend to build an enormous platform to reach
mutual fund clients across the country? Probably not.
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However, we are exploring opportunities for selling our
products through banks. Mutual funds remain a key
area for us where we intend to increase our presence,
improving managerial quality and strengthening the
team.
We decided to focus on private clients with assets
starting from $100 thousand. Why? First, we already
have a client base. Second, we operate on emerging
markets, where money can be made and lost more
quickly than on the developed markets. That is, a
client who currently has $300 thousand could bring
the company millions in just a few months. Or the
other way around.
We are currently finalizing the platform: bringing
the previous structure in line with today’s reality,
the market condition and everything we think is
appropriate. This will benefit us in the future.
What changes have occurred in Global Markets?
The main thrust of operations hasn’t changed. At
first Troika was an equity house, then stocks and bonds
became the main focus, and now we have added Forex
and currency operations. We are trying to broaden
the client base while simultaneously increasing our
range of products. Troika’s clients have always been
investors, but now we are trying to broaden this group
to include companies who could use our new product
offerings.
In addition, we are developing structured products for
corporations and investors. To do this, we combined
several elements of structured products and united
our Asset Management and Global Markets specialists
to enhance work effectiveness.
There’s a lot of talk right now about increasing
activity on the primary debt markets and with
IPOs. How actively will Troika participate in this?
The bond market reopened about a year ago. In
coming months, I think we will see an uptick in debt
securities offerings: borrowing costs are lowering,
which provides companies with the opportunity
to refinance current debt and attract money for
development. Opportunities for raising capital on
the market will depend upon the conditions moving
forward. Many business owners are ready to do this, so
if the market continues its growth in coming months,
we will likely see new IPOs and secondary placements.
Troika has several interesting mandates, but there is
also room to move forward. Everything is still ahead,
and we will continue strengthening the team and
contending for major, interesting mandates.
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Does Troika plan to launch new products in its
asset management business?
We are exploring the possibility of launching
new products for western money, including offshore
money. In the future, management of Russian money
will remain the foundation of success in this industry,
although we cannot ignore western investors’
interests or Russian money located outside of Russia.
Troika cannot allow itself to move forward without a
product offering including opportunities for Western
investors to invest in the Russian market. How quickly
this will happen is a separate question, but we need
to develop this product line.
Private Banking is also one of Troika’s priority
business lines, correct?
Yes, and I am happy we were joined by Igor
Sagirian: he can give a boost to this business line, one
I consider to be key for several reasons. First, Troika’s
success in this area is obvious, and I don’t see who
could hold an edge over us, considering our history,
brand, client base, etc. Second, there are currently
very few Russians on the financial market, and the
market will grow in coming years.
Further, developing relationships with private clients
through the private banking platform is important
for all business lines, as such clients are frequently
the co-owners of businesses or top executives. This
allows us to offer a wide range of services outside
of PB as well. Therefore, success in private banking
will allow us to increase Troika’s chances for overall
success.
What are Troika’s priorities in Private
Banking?
It is very important to offer our clients a quality
service. Presently we are working to enhance the
quality of client consultation and build portfolios
that fit our clients' needs. We live in a dynamically
changing world; whereas before client portfolios
were rarely restructured, portfolios today must
become more dynamic. The fact that asset classes to
this day are assigned the same proportions, in my
view, ref lects one of the major weaknesses for this
industry overall. After all, asset allocation is most
important. We want to provide our clients with this
opportunity.
Furthermore, in the next few years increasing AuM
will be just as important as earning money. We need
to achieve the ‘critical mass’ which the country’s
leading financial institute ought to have.
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How will commercial banking operations
proceed, and how will Standard Bank’s activities
develop?
Rebuilding the bank’s operations is a task of the
‘heavyweight category,’ where you have to weigh
and estimate ten times before moving ahead. This
requires a large amount of effort and investments.
We completed a large amount of work with our
colleagues from Standard Bank, narrowing the
business lines for ourselves and a decision should be
made in short time.
We want to concentrate on private clients – providing
a limited number of commercial banking services
for wealthy individuals. Furthermore, we hope
that the quality of services will exceed that of the
competition.
What we don’t want to do is, for example, provide
unsecured loans. Nor will we provide 10-year loans
for purchasing apartments. We will have a shortterm, secured, not necessarily cheap, but highly
effective loan. For example, someone wants to buy
one apartment and sell another, so he or she needs
money for 1.5-2 months – at Troika he will receive it
in one day. There basically won’t be any loan officers
at our bank, as the main role will be played by the
assets which the client holds at Troika. If these assets,
in our opinion, can serve as collateral for a loan with
a certain discount, then we will offer these services.
Of course, there will also be deposits. We are also
thinking about credit cards. If all of a sudden your
credit card doesn’t work, you’re far away, and it’s 10
o’clock in Moscow – whom will you call?
No one. And it doesn’t matter if your account is in
Russia, London or Paris. The call center should
support the client round-the-clock. The bank should
find a way to transfer money to the client, even
if he or she has limited funds on their account but
sufficient collateral with Troika.
Who could become a client of Bank Troika?
We are exploring this question. I think that clients
will include individuals whose assets at Troika total
more than, say, $100 thousand. If the client has
this amount of assets, he or she will be able to open
an account in the bank without putting any money
into it.
For those who are not Troika’s clients, opening
an account in our bank will require depositing
the stipulated sum of money.
Troika will seek to perfect its own ‘triangle’ –
money management, access to capital markets and
commercial banking services. I don’t know of a single

financial house where all three of these business lines
exist at a high level. Therefore, I will be happy to
become one of the bank’s clients if we achieve this.
This kind of bank would be a new business for
Troika. Does this mean the company will seek out
new specialists? And what will happen with the
bank’s current employees?
Several employees of Standard Bank transferred
to our IB Department, some to Global Markets, and
some to the support departments. They are helping
us develop our current business. But if we are going
to make any serious movement in this direction, we
will need more people.
In terms of operations with clients, we decided
that this work will be conducted through the single
group Relationship Managers, which includes all of
our existing specialists. So as not to overload these
managers, and so he or she can attract new clients
and communicate with older ones, while the client, in
turn, can quickly contact the bank to conduct simple
operations (for example, a bank transfer), we will
create a special division.
An investment house’s operations are largely
bound to the situation on the market. What will
happen with the market in the near future?
I have mixed feelings on this topic. On the one hand,
there should be moderate stock market growth
– 20-30%. Interest rates are falling, the ruble will
continue to be strong, so the overall situation isn’t
bad. On the other hand, my sense is that the world
hasn’t fully recovered. Regulators have added a
great deal of liquidity, but this is like morphine – it
alleviates the pain but doesn’t cure it. Therefore, I
think we need to keep a positive attitude and build
business aggressively while also exercising caution.
Business should be built in such a way that it is
possible to react quickly to negative changes and
achieve success in any situation.
How do you find the time for everything?
My work day has been extended as far as it will
go. Therefore, certain matters have to be delegated,
while others have to be addressed as a team. Next is
self-organization. As someone who enjoys getting
wrapped up in a number of different and interesting
topics, I also need self-discipline. Only that way can
I engage every topic ‘in the right proportion’ for the
company’s success.
By Ivan ANOSHIN
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Maria, how has the crisis affected operations
in the departments that you oversee?
This isn’t the first crisis for Russia, we all
remember the 1998 default… And for the world
economy today’s crisis isn’t even the second
one. At difficult moments like these, the first
thing companies do is to establish control over
costs. During the time of economic growth, this
issue is overlooked, but as soon as revenues
begin falling or losses occur, the main task for
management is to pull the organization out
of the red. Which is what happened at Troika.
Therefore, from my end the first reaction to the
crisis was to lower expenses as far as possible
and look for the most effective ways to manage
existing resources. This is what we did. One of
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the principal and most painful areas is cutting
down the personnel. Painful, but inevitable.
The remaining employees, unfortunately,
had to accept reduced compensation, and this
measure affected nearly everyone.

Are there any changes planned for your
departments?
Last year was especially difficult for the
support departments. Everyday operations
were supplemented by two major tasks at once:
battling the crisis aftermath and servicing the
transactions with a new shareholder, Standard
Bank. At first stage of the transaction we
actively participated in the due diligence
process, in which the financial departments
played a key role. Thereafter, when the actual
integration began, the essential work was
performed by our lawyers and compliance to
secure regulatory approvals for the deal in
all jurisdictions where Troika operates. At the
next stage, IT was involved – we had to ‘sever’
ZAO Standard Bank from the platform of the
Standard Bank group in a proper fashion and
then tie everything into our own systems. You
have to keep in mind that business affairs in
a commercial bank are quite different from
those in an investment bank. Therefore, the
integration process was rather labor-intensive.

Why ‘nearly’?
This was a highly diversified process. The
higher the employee’s compensation was, the
more it was reduced. Company management,
for example, was ‘cut’ more than anyone else –
25%. Therefore, the lower the compensation,
the less it was cut. And below a certain level
there wasn’t any reduction at all. Furthermore,
many of our executives didn’t receive bonuses,
while some chose to waive their bonuses.
What other measures helped to establish
control over expenses?
The company’s principal cost, like I said,
is payroll, followed by office rentals and IT
expenses. We considerably reduced IT expenses,
although we didn’t lay people off, but basically
refrained from outsourcing. Previously we had
many programs targeting rapid growth, but the
crisis of course put an end to these. Leases were
more complicated: lease agreements are usually
signed for 5-7 years, and re-negotiating and
revising their terms isn’t an easy task. We have
completed a great deal of serious work, which
is being continued today, and as a result rental
payments have been lowered in some places, we
vacated some others, and a few more ones have
been sub-leased.
How effective were these measures?
We managed to reduce the company’s
expenses by 25–30%.
And that’s how the company got through
the crisis?
As the СОО, I see a few more areas requiring
work to be done, although this is basically ‘finetuning.’ The main work is done. But the work of
the COO is a never-ending process, perfection
here is impossible, because every day brings
new tasks and challenges. The situation on the
market changes or the company decides to
develop new business lines – for us this means
a change in conditions and new work.
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During integration with the commercial
bank, would you say there was a two-way
education process?
I wouldn't say so, because Troika is quite
an advanced company. Aside from IT-related
matters, the main difficulty was combining
people from two different corporate cultures.
The mode of operations at a subsidiary of a
Western bank in Russia is quite different from
the pace of work at Troika. At ZAO Standard
Bank, like many commercial banks, everything
was precisely measured, calm, and what you
would call ‘9 to 6.’ Troika has never operated
like that, and probably never will. My task was
to achieve organic integration of this calibrated
banking culture into the dynamic life of an
investment bank. I think we succeeded.
What tasks are you looking at now?
Troika is becoming a corporation. I’m
not talking about business – this has always
developed super-actively – but about
the organizational structure and peoples’
relationships. We’ve already grown large, and
we require a sufficient number of professional
managers to whom the most complicated
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issues can be delegated. Managers of that kind
are required not only to perform at a high
level, but will propose methods of addressing
tasks and control over their fulfillment. The
company is growing, the situation is changing,
and the people located at the very top today,
having developed their careers from ‘rank and
file’ to ‘general,’ shouldn’t be occupied with
‘technical’ matters. This isn’t effective. The
right thing is to build a vertical structure of
professionals.
In other words, the centralization
process is happening not only at the level
of the company, but also within your
departments?
Yes, for the past year and a half I have been
involved with building a vertical structure in
the support departments. This is a complicated
process, as any person wishing to occupy a place
at one level or another first of all has to be a
professional. People are programmed in such a
way that it is difficult for them to admit that they
‘fall short.’ They react to criticism in all kinds of
ways: some acknowledge the need for change
and begin working on themselves; others, on
the contrary, become closed off, while the third
category leaves. Our task is to ensure that each
postion is staffed by someone who’s a professional
at what they do.
So the main task is to put the right people
in the right places?
Absolutely. There’s even an expression
for this: find the right people and simply
let them work. That’s what I started with,
and this process isn’t over. If you don’t have
professionals who share your vision and think
the same way as you, you won’t manage to
build anything. It’s like a New Year’s star on
a tree: once you turn it on, the lights begin to
f licker below.
In other words, the changes are organic
rather than a mechanical process?
That’s right. Right now, when we’ve already
found a number of people we believe to be
the right ones, the next phase is beginning.
We’re beginning to look at the results they are
producing in their places.
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Would you say you have reached the next
qualitative level?
Yes I would.
I suppose the structure of your
departments is changing as well?
Yes, new levels are being introduced, we’re
diversifying and fine-tuning things. And this
process directly concerns the increased role
of professionals. Junior specialists, senior
ones, executives – each should ideally fit their
position in performing their work.
In other words, the changes have less to
do with the crisis than they do with business
evolution and new and ambitious goals?
That’s right. We do in fact move in step with
business, which is developing actively and
growing more intricate. In 1998, for example,
nobody in Russia had any idea about internet
trading, but today such service is available
everywhere. Accordingly, our tasks grow
more complicated as well, and the role of
professionalism is increasing.
Contrary to common stereotypes, in the
support divisions you do interesting and
creative work, right?
Of course. True, young people initially flock
to business: everyone wants, generally speaking,
to make sales and communicate with clients.
And very few understand that this is also a
huge amount of work: telling about products,
their strengths and their risks pertaining to
investment and the market overall. Business is
growing more complicated, and our company
responds by improving the quality of everything.
Logically, together with business the quality of
support should improve as well. It’s important
to know how to foresee and have a good sense of
where business is heading. Sometimes I can say
in advance which of my colleagues will come to
me from the business departments with what
question. And I expect the same of subordinates –
they should understand the requirements and be
ready for all kinds of different tasks and issues. In
any case, that’s what we’re shooting for.

What would happen
if IT disappeared
for a day:
T
roika wouldn’t participate in
Troika
a single
single deal on 10 trading platforms;
Internet trading clients wouldn’t
complete 20,000 deals, Troika
and
would forego 70,000
a
nd cclients
lie
market
m
arke deals and 5000 off
market
m
arke ones;
The
The ccompany’s
o
reputation would
be
b
e undermined;
und
100,000
100,00 deals would be
manually
filed with 400,000 entries
m
anua
written
w
ritten on paper;
About
About one million deal orders
would
w
ould never be registered
Hourly
H
our 10-minute breaks
would
w
ould desist due to computer
ssecurity
ecurity technology;
Dozens
Dozen of traders would have a
compulsory
day off;
c
ompu
About 600 outgoing payments
would fail and more than 200
incoming payments wouldn’t be
processed.

By Dmitry FALALEEV
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The Order Management System
for GM will give traders a convenient
ssystem
ystem for working with securities
orders
o
rders and simplify connections to new
markets;
m
arket
The Navision
N
The
for Finance project
will
bring
w
ill b
ri the company to a new level of
ffinancial
inancia reporting;
The Cost
C
The
of Funding project will
provide
p
rovide for effective control over
business
b
usines department financing;
The Securities Related Expenses
project
p
rojec will help establish transparency
off e
expenses
relating to securities
o
xpe
ttrading;
rading
The completed Reengineered MIS
Reporting
project will elevate the
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epor
quality
q
uality of managerial reporting and
managerial
solutions;
m
anage
The Transition to Microsoft
Exchange and Outlook will create
new
modalities via
n
ew communications
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between Office
cclose
lose iintegration
n
applications
and the Ecosystem;
a
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The Portfolio Sever
Implementation project will enable
company departments to connect ITprojects to their goals and assess the
overall effectiveness of such projects.
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Friend
Hi, Neo, how are you? Haven’t heard from you in a few days. What happened?

Neo
I was traveling on business. In another country. Everything is different there… I’d get to the office in the morning,
look at the Bloomberg terminal and see a message: “Follow the white rabbit.”

Friend
You must have been losing it) Reaction to the flight?)

Neo
That’s what I thought. I got up to drink water. I saw a blonde girl in a red dress walking. When I got back – there
she was again. Moving in the same direction… I took my seat. And I got the feeling that something wasn’t right in
this office. What exactly – I couldn’t tell. Sales yells a deal to me, and it’s as if I don’t know what to do… I reach over
to where our phones are, and there I see a mail pigeon! And it extends its claw to me with a face that seems to say:
“Come on, give me the deal, or else we’ll get a Settlement Delay!”

Friend
And everyone else? Do they all have pigeons too?)

Neo
Yes! Can you imagine, everything at Trading is calm, everyone’s working, as if it’s all perfectly normal. I look out
the window and see a freight train carrying oil – for delivery futures! And the entire
sky is covered with telegraph wires – the sky is almost covered..

Friend
How do they make deals without telephones?

Neo
With local counterparties – they yell out the window. Middle office employees are standing outside between the
brokerages yelling information about deals to the counterparty. Pigeons with the REUTERS logo are sent to foreign
counterparties. Tickets, believe it or not, are written by hand… The ticket is attached to the bird and released
from the window. They fly back and forth delivering news. The birds get lost, disappear, eaten by cats, shot by
competitors.

Friend
They don’t have cell phones either?

Neo
Pigeons replace cell phones as well, only a special breed – small ones that can call in two voices
and remember up to three addressees. And a cage with this kind of bird easily fits into a backpack.
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Friend
How awful…

Neo
I’ll say! Ownership rights to securities are registered on a wharf. People holding tickets form long lines to acquire Microsoft
shares. At the wharf entrance I saw the following sign: ‘Today shares will be handed out to investors with numbers 2999
to 3500.’ There was another sign next to it: “The ship with Cisco shares has sunk. Privileged IBM stock of second issuance
will arrive in two weeks. Pick-up at wharf No 7.”

Friend
What about the analysts?

Neo
A securities analyst sits in the same corner as Trading – with his head wrapped in teletype news wires.

Friend
Do they have a trading billboard?

Neo
I also wondered about that. I went to look for their billboard, but instead I saw a boy named Bloomberg covered in soap,
exhausted, writing the prices for financial instruments on a giant blackboard with chalk.

Friend
That’s incredible!

Neo
Scariest of all was at the close of the day! Everyone manually counts stacks of paper stocks, bonds and
money in various currencies. Deal entry is done by hand into A0 format books. Calculating positions,
overvaluation, conversion – into actual accounting books. The line to the accountants – just imagine! –
for salary takes six months…

Friend
Scary place! Tell me, do they have a stock exchange?

Neo
Trading participants gather in an enormous hall by candlelight and trade by hand. And the money for trading is brought
in by horse-drawn wagons loaded with sacks of money.

Friend
Wait a minute, are you trying to say they live without IT?

Neo
That’s exactly the problem! )))
Only this was all just a dream!
Now I’m looking at my monitor, the billboard with prices, televisions, telephones, IPC turret – and I’m simply ecstatic!
Well, gotta run. A deal is closing.
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[1]
Anton Prokhanov
AM/PB Compliance officer

[2]
Anton Pomelov
Internal Control

[3]
Olesya Vaschenko
Internal Control
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[

COMPLY OR DIE,

Or Everything you ever wanted
to know about Compliance ]

[7]
Yana Zaeva
Commercial Banking AML officer

[4]
Dmitry Mamatov
Head of AM/PB Compliance

[5]
Svetlana Malysheva
AML officer

[6]
Maxim Melnikov
Head of Commercial Banking Compliance

[8]
Irina Andreeva
Compliance officer
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[9]
Larisa Zalomikhina
Head of Compliance & Internal Control

[12]
Ekaterina Klimova
AML officer

Compliance is responsible for identifying and managing regulatory risk.
Compliance’s role within the company is essentially to organize the required measures
so that the company knows what risks it takes
[10]
Dmitry Kheilo
Head of Compliance

[11]
Anna Kuznetsova
Commercial Banking Internal Control

[Which functions are performed by Compliance and how
are they different from those of the lawyers?]
Operations at firms are regulated by legal norms. Quite
often, there’s very little that separates the questions falling
under Compliance’s purview from those that fall under the
lawyers’ purview. In the West, it was precisely lawyers who
first worked in Compliance when the field was just taking off.
Yet the work of a Compliance specialist requires a special type
of expertise in several areas: money laundering, legalization of
proceeds from crime and financing of terrorism; committing
unlawful acts on the securities market, including manipulation;
observation of licensing terms and requirements, including
with regards to internal accounting, reports composition
(client and regulators), rules of customer service, organizing
work with client complaints, etc., whereas the lawyers are
responsible for overall interpretation of the law.
Work in Compliance is to a greater degree focused on
overseeing observance of requirements with regards to the
company’s licensed operations. This can be quite different
from customary legal work, exhibiting more of a technical
or operational nature, for example – specifying data format
requirements in client reports or criteria for the degree of

[13]
William Paul Hodge
Compliance officer, New York

[14]
Viktoria Dubinko
Compliance officer, Kiev

price deviations under manipulation. To be sure, we work
in close partnership with the Legal Department, and, what’s
more, we add to each other. All the same, Compliance has its
own task: to identify regulatory risk and manage it.
[Who is liable for regulatory risk?]
Regulatory risk is the risk of incurring negative
consequences as a result of violating regulatory norms. There
can be all kinds of consequences: fines, reputational damage,
license revocation, personal liability through revocation of
sertificate and entitlements to occupy certain offices and
even criminal liability. Contrary to popular opinion, personal
liability may be brought upon not only the company’s
executives, but also regular employees in violation of the
law’s requirements.
Compliance is responsible for identifying and managing
regulatory risk. Compliance’s role within the company is
essentially to organize the required measures so that the
company knows what risks it takes. In and of itself, Compliance
is not capable of handling the task of minimizing risks. Each
of the company’s employees within the parameters of their
job participates in this shared process by doing their work
conscientiously, on time and to the full extent.
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The effectiveness of the Compliance function depends upon how well
compliance culture is established within the company
[15]
Anna Garber
AML officer

[16]
Rochelle Bertan
CCO/COO, New York

[17]
Richard Ford
Compliance officer, London

[Who performs examinations in the company?]
The functions of Compliance shouldn’t be identified with
those of Internal Audit. Compliance performs continuous
oversight (methodological support) of business processes,
primarily at the drafting stage. Internal audit concentrates on
subsequent control, performed, as a rule, through topic-based
examinations according to a previously determined plan.
[Is it always Compliance who decides upon nonstandard
situations?]
It is the task of upper management to determine the
company’s risk appetite. If a given case clearly doesn’t fit into
definite parameters, a decision on it will of course be rendered
by management alone.
[Is it necessary to have an ‘OK from Compliance’ in every
case in life?]
Compliance handles only those matters relating to regulatory
risk, and everything relating to regulatory risk is subject to approval
by Compliance. To provide for observance of this principle, the
company follows certain procedures that are accessible to every
employee (Compliance Manual). Outside of that, nonstandard
cases should be addressed by the relevant department. For
example, it isn’t necessary to coordinate with Compliance the sum

[18]
Galina Dobryakova
Compliance officer

[19]
Alexey Drygin
GM Compliance officer

to be exacted from a client for submitting a nonstandard report.
All you have to do is check the current tariffs.
[Who writes the company’s procedures?]
It varies by procedure. Procedures are written by various
departments, depending upon who the affected party is. For
example, a specialist’s job description will be written by the
direct supervisor, while specialty procedures will be drafted
by the corresponding department (policies regarding contacts
with the press are written by PR, while the Back Office drafts
internal accounting rules, etc.). Despite the diversity of types,
the participation of Compliance amounts to direct preparation
or approval.
[Why does the company need to develop a Compliance
function?]
If a company has any interest in its long-term development
horizon, working on the rules provides a recipe for longevity and
success. The effectiveness of the Compliance function depends
upon how well compliance culture is established within the
company. That is, to what extent business is willing to follow
the rules of the game and Compliance understands its role as
a contributor in business practice and development, as well as
upon the conscientiousness and reliability of every employee.
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[TROIKA

SPREADS KINDNESS]
Many are aware that our company
has its own Charity Committee, the
tasks of which include charity strategy
development and budget confirmation,
as well as proposing and confirming
charity projects and initiatives

The Committee convenes once a month. At these sessions, the committee reviews all requests received by the
company over the past month, decides whether to provide assistance, and conducts internal and external charity
drives and events.
Committee sessions are open to all employees, and everyone is free to speak about their own charity
initiatives.
Project support takes place according to the company’s charity strategy and pending review at the monthly
Charity Committee session.
Troika’s Charity Committee lends its support to cultural, philanthropic and educational projects. In addition,
we provide regular support to several orphanages and charity funds.
We are unable to help: individual persons, religious organizations and nonprofit organizations whose
activities raise doubts of any kind. We thoroughly review all requests for assistance received by the company.
Should you have any questions or proposals for the Charity Committee, please contact us via e-mail
at charity@troika.ru.
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We did it!
Troika’s employees never stand on the sidelines – they contribute money to charity funds, help children whose stories are published in the ‘Forum’
section of the Intranet, participate in continuous and one-time charity drives, and file requests to contribute a monthly percentage of salary payments
to charity projects.
During Troika’s Annual Staff Meeting in November 2009 we collected 87,440 rubles, 100 euro, 100 dollars and 20 pounds, while at the
Partners’ Ball – 76,500 rubles.
The Charity Drive ‘New Year’s Magician’ is now one of our valued traditions. In 2008, thanks to Troika’s employees, 260 children in
orphanages and hospitals received the New Year’s gifts they had dreamed of. At the end of 2009, Troika’s offices were again decorated with holiday
trees trimmed with beautiful cards in which children had written their dreams. This time we fulfilled 452 dreams. Troika’s New Year’s magicians
purchased 415 gifts for children, 11 collective gifts for orphanages and boarding schools, while money was submitted for 24 gifts and two gifts were
submitted without an addressee.
Employees at Troika’s Kiev office fulfilled the dreams of 26 children from the Gnezdyshko orphanage in Ivanovo, while our
colleagues in Rostov-on-Don gave a large television to the children at Novocherkassky orphanage.
This time we were able to delight twice as many children as last year. In return we received twice as many smiles and twice as much joy. Hundreds
of children send their sincere thanks to you, dear Troikers!
This March Troika’s employees participated in the charity drive ‘Give a Smile.’ To help give a beautiful smile to children with cleft
lips and palettes and other facial irregularities, our company’s Charity Committee organized a competition involving the collection of change in
three-liter jars painted by young orphans. The winners of the contest were our colleagues in Internet Trading, who filled their jar the fastest, as
well as our colleagues in Trading, who gathered the largest sum of money. In total, we collected 49,425.05 rubles and 177.43 euro. As always,
Troika doubled this sum. We have already helped three children, whose stories and photographs will be posted on the Intranet on the Charity
page. We propose continuing this wonderful drive. Please, don’t ignore the pretty three-liter jars in your department – donate change – and
give smiles.
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[THE

RUSSIA FORUM
2010: INTERNALIZE
THE LESSONS,
HEED THE RISKS
AND RETURN TO
PROSPERITY]
Troika Dialog’s
The Russia Forum
2010, in its third
consecutive year,
is an annual
gathering of
leading investors
from around the
world, financiers,
economists,
politicians and
businessmen
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Approximately two thousand participants and
delegates from 63 countries enthusiastically
participated in 25 panel discussions and sessions
covering the most acute questions regarding the
post-crisis world model, as well as the opportunities
appearing thanks to the new economic paradigm.
The Forum also served as an effective platform for
meetings between companies and investors in ‘oneon-one’ format. Over 350 representatives of leading
foreign and Russian media provided breaking
coverage on the event.
Among the leading speakers at the Forum were
First Deputy Prime Minister of the Russian
Federation Government Igor Shuvalov and Deputy
Prime Minister-Minister of Finances of the Russian
Federation Alexey Kudrin, whose presentations on
the current and future state of affairs in the Russian
economy and society and Russia’s role in the world
elicited genuine interest among Forum participants
and the press.
For the overall world economy, and Russia’s
economy in particular, the end of the crisis has
brought about new risks as well as new challenges.
The crisis presents new development opportunities
that should be used competently. The world
economy and the outlook for global companies
under the post-crisis economic paradigm were
recurrent topics at The Russia Forum 2010.
According to George Cooper, Principal Partner at
Alignment Investors, the global drop is nearing
its end, but recovery will take time and the world
faces a lengthy and challenging period of ‘healthy
recession’ before it can claim any substantial
economic, geopolitical and social benefits. Edmund
Phelps, recipient of the Nobel Prize in Economics,
believes that the global economy has good
prospects to emerge from the turbulence ‘new and
improved and able to restore positive growth and
prosperity.”
The global financial crisis changed the situation
in the banking sector at its root, shook the

Fo r u m
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foundations of equity markets, and literally put debt markets
in a ‘supine position.’ Forum participants concentrated on the
crisis aftermath in various economic sectors, discussing possible
development scenarios in the sphere of finances and potential
risks. Of particular interest was the discussion regarding
the prospects for emerging market countries, including the
‘locomotives’ China, India and Brazil, for whom the paramount
task is to heed the mistakes of the developed countries and learn
to manage risks so as to prevent the formation of analogous ‘soap
bubbles.’
That over 170 speakers – federal officials, CEOs of the largest
Russian and international companies, renowned experts,
scholars and leading representatives of the investment
community – attended the Forum and showed genuine
interest in its discussions proves that business is an
increasingly important topic in Russia. The consumer market,
automotive industry, banking and financial sectors, energy
and telecommunications are all attracting potential investors
prepared to contribute to developing Russia’s economy. The
numerous industry-based panel discussions showed that many
investors fully appreciate the opportunities existing in Russia,
and are ready to act on them. However, capital inflows into
Russia could increase substantially if steps are taken to improve
the country’s investment climate. The Russia Forum 2010, like
other high-caliber events, seeks to set the conditions for just
these improvements. Creating contacts between government and
business, investors and companies, society and the media, and
enhancing relationships between them, are significant steps in
these global tasks.
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Ksenia Vlasova
Operations Division
1. I was introduced to Troika way back
in 1999. Together we were exploring
foreign securities. Troika was making
deals, while I, working as Troika’s
custodian – ABN AMRO – was
learning how to make settlements
for them on western platforms.

Denis Afanasev
IT Division

Our partnership was so
successful that we were
unable to say goodbye…

Angelina Strelkova
Troika Dialog USA

In 2001 I joined Troika’s Operations
Department.

2. As for achievements, there probably
wouldn’t be any if it weren’t for our
International Settlements team.
Everything that was done well we did
together. I am forever grateful to my
colleagues for always being nearby!
3. The hardest thing in my career
was never giving in and continuing
movement, no matter how hard, and
not fearing responsibility. Like I always
say, settlements isn’t just a creative
process, but a business that carries
heavy responsibility, as settlement is the
logical conclusion of any deal. Perhaps
it’s true that the weight of responsibility
is the greatest test of all.
4. To have a successful career, it is
necessary to respect the people working
alongside you and appreciate what they
do. In that case it will all work out!

1. I joined Troika in August 2008
as an IT Project Manager. Then,
in February 2009, following
reorganization of the IT
Department, I became Head of
System Support and Development
for the Operations and Financial
blocks. My job purview now

includes all IT projects,
questions and systems relating
to work in our Operations and
Financial departments.
2. It’s hard to say. I think my main
achievements are still ahead.
3. The hardest point in my career at
Troika was starting out from scratch
with investment and financerelated matters, new business
terminology, etc.
4. Take a professional approach
to your work and don’t fear new
challenges.

1. What positions have you held at Troika?
2. What do you consider your main achievement at Troika?
3. What was hardest for you at Troika?
4. What three ingredients to success would you recommend to those
wishing to become Troika’s best employees?

1. I came to Troika in early 2003 as
the IT Department Assistant. The
interesting thing is that I had no
previous experience or educational
background in IT, although I did have
the desire to work hard and learn
new things. Soon I started installing
the Bloomberg and Reuters systems.
To gain a better understanding of
securities trading, I was tested for and
received my FSFM 1.0 certificate, at
which point I switched to being an
administrator in Global Markets. After

three months of working in
this department I completed
my first deal, and a while later I
was offered to join the company’s New
York office.
2. I’ve participated in several
meaningful projects and had a few
ideas seen through. I’ve always loved
optimizing any of the processes I’m
involved with. I’ve done this kind of
work in IT as well as Global Markets,
and I view such work as my greatest
achievement.
3. The hardest thing for me in
my career at Troika was the start
up period, which I’ve had the
opportunity to do several times.
4. To have a successful career, in my
opinion, you have to love what you
do, be open-minded, push yourself
to work hard, believe in your abilities
and your company, render yourself
indispensable and never quit when
you're ahead.
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[ T R O I K E R S ]
B est

Tea m s

Prevailing in the nomination for “2009 Breakthrough of the Year” were the
company’s Moscow and international staff members working in Fixed Income
In challenging crisis conditions, when global banks were shutting down their FX units, our team stood out as one of the very
few to record a significant uptick in account openings and deal volumes on the eurobonds market. That the team was able
to achieve such outstanding results speaks volumes about their level of work organization and professionalism.

The 2009 award for Best Team went to the Research Department, which solidified its
status as one of the strongest research franchises on the Russian market. Among the Research Department’s notable
accomplishments this year was a first-place finish in the authoritative ranking of Russian brokerage and investment house
analysts ‘Extel Focus Russia Survey 2009’ – further proof of the department's continued commitment to providing its
clients with the deepest and broadest coverage of the Russian and CIS markets, as well as the first-rate experience they
have acquired at Troika.

The winning departments in Troika’s annual team nominations receive monetary prizes that they are free to dispose of as
they see fit. This year, both winning teams contributed their money to rescuing children with cardiac defects. The Research
Department gave its money to an operation for Yaroslav Shmakov, while Fixed Income paid for the operation of Andrey
Abdulaimov. Thank you, colleagues!
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[ PA RT N E R S H I P ]
Constellation

of

New

Par tners

[3]
Valeria Belyak
Consultant,
Merchant Banking
Division
4

[4]
Konstantin
Bronshtein
Options Trader,
Global Markets

2
3
1

[1]
Valeria Antipova
Head of Corporate Actions,
Depositary Department

[2]
Rufat Askerov
Senior Strategist,
Private Clients
Division

In 2010, Troika’s
Partnership
was joined by
31 employees,
bringing
the overall
number of the
company’s
partner –
employees to
128 individuals

5

[5]
Vladimir Efanov
Lead Solution
Architect,
IT Division

[6]
Alexey
Bezrukavnikov
PB Director,
Private Clients
Division
6

7

[7]
Fyodor Beliakov
Senior Eurobond
Trader,
Global Markets

9
[9]
Jean-Luc Pipon
Managing Director,
Head of Legal
Division

11

[11]
Oxana
Prikazchikova
Head of Business
Development,
Global Markets

12

8
10

[8]
Denis Kozub
Head of Treasury
and REPO Trading,
Global Markets

[12]
Oleg Puntusov
St. Petersburg Branch
Manager

[10]
Garnik
Meliksetian
Trader,
Global Markets
[14]
Vladislav Rysin
Managing Director,
Head of IT Division

[13]
Olga Logvina
Director, Head of
AM Research,
Asset Management

14
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[ PA RT N E R S H I P ]
Constellation

[15]
Peter Ghavami
Head of Global
Markets

of

New

Par tners

[16]
Mikhail Ivanov
Head of
Information
Security
Department

[17]
Andrey Kilin
Portfolio Manager,
Asset Management

17
15

16

[18]
Viktor Gudkov
DCM Vice-President

[19]
Evgeny Korovin
Senior FI Analyst
[21]
Grigory Isaev
Head of Futures
Trading Desk,
Global Markets

18

[20]
Paolo Zaniboni
CEO of Troika
Dialog UK,
Head of Research

19

[22]
Kanako Sekine
Managing Director,
Head of Alternative
Investments

21

20

[23]
Ekaterina
Emelyanova
Finance Division
Director

22

[25]
Artyom Yukhin
VC Director

23

[24]
Igor Sagirian
Managing Director,
Head of Private Clients
Division

27

24
25

[26]
Nicholas
Harwood
Managing Director,
Deputy Head
of Global Markets

[28]
Grigory Sedov
Director, Head of Financial
Consulting Group,
Private Clients Division

26
2
6

[27]
Ruslan Sigeda
Senior
Vice-President
of Merchant
Banking

28

[31]
Dmitry Kheilo
Head of Compliance

[29]
Igor Tarkhov
Senior Sales,
Global FI
Sales & Syndication
Department

[30]
Igor Tishin
Equity Sales
Department,
Troika Dialog USA

31

30
29
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[ PA RT N E R S H I P ]
Pa r t n e r s’

Konstantin Altukhov, Elena Pakhomova,
Jacques Der Megreditchian and spouse

Ba l l

2 0 1 0

Andrey Kilin and spouse

Vladislav Rysin and spouse

On the first Saturday of February, Troika’s partners gathered at Yar restaurant in Moscow for the traditional
Partners’ Ball, which this year took place in the style of the legendary Paris cabaret Moulin Rouge. The ball
dress code – evening gowns and tuxedoes – was supplemented with bright accessories highlighting the spirit of
France. Prizes for the best costumes were awarded to Tatiana Tikhonova and Elena Pakhomova. For the first time in
the Partnership’s history, new partners were introduced with a video presentation in which the partners talked about
themselves, illustrating their words with bright photographs of their lives. Following the official events, guests were
treated to a splendid dinner, a dance show by the Moscow Music Hall and singing performances by Irene Russel and
the group Dee Black.

New Partners receive the partnership paperwork

Peter Ghavami and spouse

Olga Logvina and spouse

Garnik Meliksetian

Ruben Vardanian
and Inna Miloserdova
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[ PA RT N E R S H I P ]
Pa r t n e r s’

Ruben Vardanian gets a hug from HR:
Inna Kryachko and Tatiana Tikhonova

Ba l l

2 0 1 0

Oleg Maximov and Kirill Gromov

Maria Korneeva, Alexey Golubykh, Marina Kravchenko

Gor Nakhapetian plays a tune

29

Nicholas Harwood and spouse

30

Jacques Der Megreditchian, Angelina Strelkova, Aram Grigorian, Jean-Luc Pipon
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Andrey
Zhitinkin
Theater of Satire
“The Perfect
Murder”

Evgeny
Grishkovets
“Odnovremenno”

Kirill Serebrennikov
MKhT
Chekhov Theater
“The Threepenny
Opera“

“The Perfect Murder”

Something strange happens
in one company’s office:
Mrs. Piper, the daytime
maid, finds a corpse that
soon disappears in a
most mysterious manner.
Naturally she undertakes
the investigation of this
crime, especially since the
police inspector in charge
of the case is her childhood
friend. Who committed
this perfect crime? The
dénouement comes at the
very end of the play, which,
incidentally, captivates from
start to finish. Between
the fascinating plot and
outstanding performance
by the Satire Theater
actors, three hours of your
Saturday or Sunday evening
will fly by unnoticed

The play, written by Bertolt
Brecht and staged by Kirill
Serebrennikov, piqued the
interest of the Moscow
public. Perhaps because we
are familiar with the feeling
of ‘hoped for the best but
it turned out like always’
and we know what it means
to live in the strange world
of poverty and glamour.
Incidentally, the main role in
the play isn’t played by just
anybody, but by Konstantin
Khabensky. He may not
be able to sing, but his dry
recitative sounds organic.
And helping you remember
that you’re hearing an opera
rather than something else
will be the outstanding
voices of the two lead female
roles

Lev Erenburg
MKhT
Chekhov Theater
“Vassa Zheleznova”
I received a tremendous
amount of pleasure from
attending the recent premier
of “Vassa Zheleznova.”
Thanks to the modern
staging by Lev Erenburg and
the incredible work of the
actors, the play came off
as powerful, expressive and
emotionally charged. I found
the actors most impressive of
all, and of course the heroic
Marina Golub – Vassa, on
whose shoulders everything
rests: family, home, life and,
following her husband’s
death, the family business

“The main role
in the play isn’t
played by just
anybody, but
by Konstantin
Khabensky. He
may not be able
to sing, but his
dry recitative
sounds organic“
“The Threepenny Opera”

PHOTO: Photoxpress

Evgeny Grishkovets has
the ability to speak about
common things simply
and resourcefully, citing
basic examples. The play
“Odnovremenno” is the
inner monologue of a typical
person speaking about his
everyday life and searching
for himself in an enormous
and baffling world. As it
turns out, complicated
questions can be solved
simply by citing examples
that may appear even naїve.
I think inner monologues
like these happen within
every person, making the
play seem so personal and
familiar

“Something
strange happens
in one company’s
office: Mrs. Piper,
the daytime maid,
finds a corpse that
soon disappears in
a most mysterious
manner“
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According to Joyce,
Dub
ub
blin. A
‘If Dublin one day suddenly
disappeared from the earth,
it could be reconstructed out
of my book.’
It’s a pleasant read. Highly
recommended

Nikolay Starikov
“The Crisis:
How It Works”
Nikolay Starikov’s book
“Crisis: How it Works” was
recommended to me by
one of Troika’s clients. What
laid the groundwork for the
crisis? Was it an accident?
Why was Russia hit harder
than other countries? Who
benefited from the crisis?
What will happen with the
dollar? When will the crisis
end? The author addresses
all of these questions,
arguing that the reaction of
the world stock exchanges
is only the tip of the
iceberg. The author is to be
commended for his ability
to synthesize seemingly
disparate events into a
single chain. If you believe
the crisis was a well planned
‘program,’ then this book is
for you. Overall, it’s meant
for proponents of the
‘conspiracy theory’

Lames Joyce
“Ulysses”
I must confess that I had
always dreamed of reading
“Ulysses,” the fabled classic
of Irish literature. So I finally
did it. The fact is I like Irish
culture, and my reading
preferences lean more in
the direction of serious
literature than the lighter
works. An added incentive
was Joyce’s use in this book
of numerous literary styles,
as well as the first-ever use
of the convention that came
to be known as ‘flow of
consciousness.’ To top it off,
“Ulysses” is ‘saturated’ with
a number of great works,
Homer’s “The Odyssey”
primary among them. Two
more well known facts: the

“What laid the
groundwork for
the crisis? Was it
an accident? Why
was Russia hit
harder than other
countries?”
“The Crisis: How It Works”

Peter Perdue
“China
Marches West”
An unexpected
interpretation of a wellknown story and an
amazingly realistic work.
Instead of a difficultto-remember series of
battles, approaches and
rulers, the reader receives
a tale about how the
economy and corruption
affect not only the military
strength of superpowers
and their longevity, but
the survival of entire
peoples as well. Aimed
at Eastern history buffs,
this is a fact-filled report
on how the Manchurian
Dynasty expanded the
territory of China by 300%
over 100 years. I think it is
important for us to take a
retrospective look at the
model of Chinese western
expansion, as the deeper
we look into history, the
better we see into the
future

Frank Partnoy
“Fiasco:
The Inside Story
of a Wall St. Trader”
This is not a new book – in
fact, it was written over a
decade ago. But it is even
more relevant today in
that it gives the reader a
good inside view into the
ground breaking of some
of the fatal layers of the
financial crisis of 2008.
Unlike Michael Lewis's
“Liars Poker,” this book
refers to actual people
and events. At the time of
its writing, it caused a bit
of an uproar at Morgan
Stanley, reporting on deals
that have been structured
and sold and the people
associated with them.
Moreover, as the name
indicates, it also gives
an insider’s view of the
cultural environment at
one of the top Wall Street
banks and how the killer
instinct survives to this
day
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Pavel Lungin
“Tsar”
Russia, 2009

Guillermo del Toro
“Pan's Labyrinth”
USA, Spain,
Mexico, 2006

In Guillermo del Toro’s film,
“Pan's Labyrinth”, the
magical tale of the princess
of an imaginary kingdom
who gets lost is closely
intertwined with a movie
about the horrors of the
Spanish Civil War.
It’s an ‘impossible
combination’ where you
can no longer distinguish
between fantasy and horror.
You slowly begin to suspect
that reality itself is a scary
tale, while the fairy tale
is true reality, making
“Pan's Labyrinth”
a masterpiece

New Museum
New York

“Pan's Labyrinth”

“People need
classical music and
art just like a bird
needs air to fly”
Evenings with Mikhail Kazinik

“People need classical
music and art just like a bird
needs air to fly.” Such is
the belief of Mikhail Kazinik,
renowned violinist, Nobel
concert expert and a genius
of the most ordinary kind
whose talent is expressed
in poetry, music and film.
Over a recent series of three
evenings in Moscow, Mr.
Kazinik performed classical
music and told different
tales about composers. I had
the chance to attend all of
these evenings devoted to
Vivaldi and his “Seasons.”
Incidentally, Kazink’s next
concert series will take place
next fall in Moscow, and I’ve
already bought tickets for
each one

If you’re ever in New York,
be sure to visit the
New Museum and check
out its wildly unpredictable
exhibits. For example, you
can see the works of Urs
Fischer: a big empty room.
You start to think – what’s
there to see here? Then
you find a t-i-i-i-ny hole
in the wall, which you
naturally go to look into.
And what sticks out at you
from the other side but
a person’s tongue! Right
now the museum is hosting
an exhibit by New York
sculptor Jeff Koons and
famous Swiss artist Ugo
Rondinone. There aren’t
any tongues, but it’s still
very interesting

PHOTO: Photoxpress

The premier of Pavel
Lungin’s latest movie,
“Tsar,” took place in
November 2009. I would
like to say that, in my view,
this movie has less to do
with two years in the life
of Ivan the Terrible and
his battle against heresy
than it does with human
relationships, faith and
belief in one's homeland,
God and people. In terms
of the acting, I marveled
at the performance of the
great Oleg Yankovsky,
whose career reached a
new high point in his role
as metropolitan Phillip.
Equally impressive were
the performances by Yury
Kuznetsov and Alexey
Makarov. And of course,
Ivan Okhlobystin in the role
of the tsar’s jester creates
a strong impression. It’s
definitely worth watching
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Spanish Civil War” Mikhail Kazinik
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[ L E I S U R E ]
H o bbies

Medicine
for the crisis,
autumn melancholy
and spring
vitamin deficiency
Two years ago my husband
and I entirely unexpectedly
discovered a new and
enjoyable hobby – dancing.
My husband was speaking
with an old classmate, who
happened to mention that
he and his wife had decided
to learn how to dance and
were going to their first class
that Saturday. We decided
to go along. After just two
lessons we felt like we
already knew a lot and were
capable of dancing at, for
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How I Spent
my ‘Culture
Vulture’ March
When I’m not at work, I try
to fill my calendar with as
many visits to London’s
theatres and concert halls
as possible. March was quite
a successful month in this
regard; I attended many
concerts. It started with a
concert at the Barbican:
The Vienna Philharmonic
Orchestra directed by Lorin
Maazel, playing Beethoven,
Debussy and Ravel. The
pick of the evening was
Beethoven's Pastorale
Symphony. Ravel's Daphnis
et Chloé was most enjoyable.
That same week, I went
to see Tamerlano at the
Royal Opera House. Placido
Domingo was supposed to
perform, but, alas, he had
to undergo surgery, and to

“Eve
“Every year,
t t
starting
at
Christmas and
ending at the
start of Lent, the
Austrian capital
hosts dozens of
balls”
Medicine for the crisis...

say his presence was missed
during the show would
be an understatement.
That Sunday I took my
children to the Little Angel
Theatre in Islington to see
The Gingerbread Man. The
children loved the play
but mostly they loved the
gingerbread biscuits that
were given out at the end.
The second week started
with a play at the Donmar
Warehouse, continued
with a concert by pianist
Emanuel Ax, and ended at
the Royal Festival Hall for
the second performance
of Funharmonic, an
experimental format for
children. The last week
of March started with the
play “Jerusalem” with Jez

NE

Butterworth in the lead
role, continued with the
play “London Assurance”
starring Fiona Shaw and the
exhibit “The Real Van Gogh:
the artist and his letters”
at the Royal Academy, and
ended with the Shaolin
Monks dance at the Sadlers
Wells theatre

“When I’m not at
work, I try to fill
my calendar with
as many visits to
London’s theatres
and concert halls
as possible”
How I spent me ‘Culture Valture’ March
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example, the famous Vienna
Ball (my long and cherished
dream). Having studied up
for the ball, we took off for
Vienna. Meanwhile, Vienna
balls deserve a few words.
Every year, starting at
Christmas and ending at the
start of Lent, the Austrian
capital hosts dozens of
balls. Furthermore, every
‘trade union’ has its own
ball. There’s the lawyers’
ball, the military ball, the
coffee shop owners’ ball
(actually quite popular),
the businessmen’s ball, etc.
We attended the doctors’
ball – the 59th annual
ball held in the Hoffburg
palace. The atmosphere
and the people made an
unforgettable impression: a
beautiful hall, women in long
gowns, men in black ties
or military uniforms, all of
them talented dancers. And
everything is very natural,
without pretention – people
simply come to dance
and interact. Incidentally,
Moscow has good places for
dancing, including with live
music. And you don’t have
to be a professional dancer
and know everything, the
important thing is to have
a pretty gown, comfortable
shoes and a good mood.
And even in the dead of a
dreary autumn or endless
winter – there’s a small
holiday somewhere nearby
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Photo Expeditions

MY CAMERA PACK –
MINIMUM CONTENTS

study and take pictures of the ancient
pre-Buddhist traditions and religions of
the Bön. We visited temples, spoke with
lamas and witnessed the puja ritual, which
is performed for the sake of humanity,
peace on earth, health and material
wellbeing. We visited the beautiful and
holy Lake Poxudmo, surrounded by the
wild Himalayas. And we captured all of
this on film.
It’s hard to take pictures on ordinary
tourist trips. Photographers need to stop,
set up their tripod for landscape pictures,
find the right angle and speak with the
local population so they relax and stop
posing for the camera. Standard routes
and programs don’t account for the
additional time needed for pictures, while
fellow travelers become frustrated with
the constant stopping and side trips for
photography’s sake.
Following several such trips, I decided
to travel alone or together with people
who are interested in discovering the
surrounding world through the camera
lens. And it makes no difference if they’re
professional photographers or amateurs,
advanced or beginners. What matters
most is whether the anticipation of
unforgettable impressions and fascinating
pictures brings fire to their eyes

PHOTO: Aida Vardanian

Nikon D700
Nikon D200
Lenses: top wide-angle 12-24 mm
Wide-angle zoom 24-70 mm,
Telephoto lens 70-200 mm
Light filters:
gradient, polarized
Tripod and remote
shutter control
Archiving album
and lots of cards
Flash

– Please place your carry-on baggage
on the scale.
I take off my backpack and carefully
place it on the black conveyor. 14 kg.
– What are you carrying?
– Camera equipment.
– The entire bag?
– Yes.
This is how almost all of my trips
begin, or rather my photo expeditions. For
many years now I have traveled around
different countries with my photo pack
slung over my shoulders, hoping not only
to see but also capture the surrounding
natural world and ethnic diversity, two
things imperiled by civilization and
westernization. Fortunately for me, I am
able to combine my three biggest interests
in a single hobby: photography, traveling
and ethnography. In order to study, learn
and immerse myself in different cultures
as much as possible, I prefer traveling
along non-tourist, hard to reach and
rarely visited paths, which I plan out on
my own or together with someone who
knows the area well. The best scenario is
an expedition combining photography,
anthropology and ethnography. I recently
returned from one such expedition in
the Lower Dolpo region of Nepal, where
our group of four set out to search for,
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Wind and Water

There’s no end to
history, a thought
which Salvador Dali
said best of all:
‘Have no fear of
perfection – you’ll
never reach it!’
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My hobby is participating in various
kinds of water sports, including aquatourism, windsurfing, waterskiing and
things of this nature.
Last fall I once again was unable to
resist the call of the natural waters and
traveled to Dahab (Egypt). The goal for
my trip was the following: “to raise the
probability of completing a ‘forewind
glide turn’ from 20% to 75%.” This kind
of turn was all I had left to compete from
a program started several years ago, and
I had myself thinking along the lines of
Francis Fukuyama, believing the end of
history had come and there was nothing
left to learn in windsurfing. So I also set
myself one more goal: to take at least one
kitesurfing lesson.
…The wind picks up, and I point my
board for the famous Dahab Lagoon. A
crowd of surfers passes by, leaving a foamy
wake. It’s like being on a highway. It’s a
pretty bumpy ride most of the way, the
towering waves trying their best to knock
me from my board. At one of the turns
I break up a f lock of f lying fish, and the
thought of dinner causes me to turn back.
And here it gets interesting. The waves
are blocking my view of the shore, but
I continue on course for a ship standing at
anchor. And who would believe it, but this
far off form the shore I find a coral reef!
Speed, waves hiding everything but the
ship, and suddenly another wave and…
thud! The fin separates from the board,
I go in the other direction, the board and

sail taking a third. Back up on my feet,
I can barely make out the equipment.
I spend half an hour trying to retrieve it,
but no luck. It’s a long way to the shore, so
I decide to call for help (the first time!). I’m
met by two surfers. Seeing what happened,
they decide to get a boat. An hour goes by.
The distance to the ship doesn’t change.
No boat. No surfers either. The ship pulls
anchor and sails off. The sun will set in an
hour. I get ready to swim under the stars,
and then I see the boat. But as luck would
have it – it can’t find me… On its third trip
by I am spotted, and soon thereafter I’m
standing on the balcony of my hotel room,
recalling my adventure and preparing for
the next one…
…My kite catches onto the wind,
but a little too strongly: I’m pulled a few
meters into the air. ‘I’m f lying!’ I let out
ecstatically. A second later the euphoria
gives way to the pain of hitting the water,
plus the gust has brought the holster
from my waist to my chest, cutting off my
breathing. It wasn’t easy to release the
kite, which was still pulling me along the
water. By the time I managed to loosen the
holster I was laying in a coral patch, while
my kite was f lapping on the shore. My first
attempt might not have been successful,
but I soon learned how to control the kite
and enjoy f lying over the water.
Don’t listen to Francis Fukuyama:
there’s no end to history, a thought which
Salvador Dali said best of all: “Have no fear
of perfection – you’ll never reach it!”
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[ E D U C AT I O N ]
S KOL KOVO

[LEARNING

BY DOING
AT SKOLKOVO]
Students enrolled
in SKOLKOVO’s
Full-Time MBA
Program in midMarch presented
the results of
their projects in
the social and
government
spheres

P ro je c t

partnerships and interactions in the social sector, as well as the
problems which entrepreneurs frequently encounter in their
work with the government sector in Moscow and the regions.
In addition, students had to account for the interests of various
sides, work with large blocks of information, maximize team
strengths and learn to work in an inter-regional surrounding.
According to Alexey Germanovich, Program Chief for the Social
and Government Spheres, the students produced

outstanding results that not only satisfied
all the clients without exception, but also
became the topic du jour for the expert
and scientific communities in a number of
sectors. In addition, the Russian Federation Transport Ministry,
the Svetly Municipal Authority and Moscow School 261 already
began implementing the recommendations of the SKOLKOVO
teams, ahead of project completion.
Immediately after completing the government sector projects,
SKOLKOVO students departed for China and India, where, working
on corporate projects at businesses in these countries, they will
learn about the specific economic conditions and cultures of India
and China, as well as enhance their understanding of business
practices on these emerging markets.

Most of the time that students spend on-campus is dedicated to
so-called ‘learning by doing,’ which is split between five practical
projects: projects in the social and government spheres, corporate
projects at businesses in India, China, Russia and the U.S, as well as a
project in which students create their own businesses. Four teams in
Moscow and four in the regions worked on establishing relations with
government bodies and fulfilling the tasks of ministers, governors
and managers of community organizations and establishments
in the social-cultural spheres.
Among the projects

undertaken by SKOLKOVO students are some
ambitious and important tasks:
Drafting amendments to the ‘Law on state purchases’
(FL No.94);
Drafting a private-state partnership project in the
sphere of airport management based on the example of
Sheremetyevo airport;
Establishing an investment agency in the city of
Cherepovets;
Drafting an investment program in the city of Svetly,
Kaliningrad region;
Development of creative sectors of the Perm region
economy;
Establishing a convent-center in Kaliningrad;
Drafting a development strategy for Moscow School 261;
Management in the sphere of culture and recreation.
In their work on these projects, the students learned about complex
topics like the role of the government as an economic regulator,
the role of business in regional development, private-public
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